Professors: Perot to have low impact

By COLLEEN KNIGHT

Ross Perot's re-entry into the presidential race will not have a serious impact on the outcome of the election at this stage, according to Government Professor David Lege, because Perot has not made any substantive support he had in the past.

"Only about a third of the people who formerly supported Perot will even consider voting for him now," said Lege.

Robert Schmul, chairman of American Studies, agreed, saying, "Perot was a legitimate candidate during the spring and early summer. Now, he is merely a genuine protest candidate."

Perot has become a "protest candidate" (Schmul said) because most of his votes will come from people who hate Clinton and Bush or those who generally hate politics in America.

Although Perot will mobilize destroyed and 100 to 200 homes were seriously damaged. Pinellas County spokeswoman Ronnie Goldstein said 25 people were injured countywide.

By early evening, Pinellas Park authorities said they had surveyed the area and 35 persons were injured and didn't expect to discover more deaths.

In Pinellas Park, the storm left someone else's front door jammed in the side of one man's house, a car stuck in a pine tree, and two other cars jumped, sandwiched together inside an outer wall of a house.

Jackie Schweitzer's water heater was imbedded in the back wall of his garage, 4 feet above the ground. The rest of the garage was missing.

"This street reminds me of Miami, big time," said Schweitzer, a utility worker who recently returned from the area devastated by Hurricane Andrew. "There's so much devastation. House after house. The only difference is that in Miami, it was more widespread."

One woman was killed and her husband injured at the Indian Rocks Mobile Home Park in Largo, where many of the 152 trailers were damaged, manager Jennie Hufeldt said.

"Her trailer flipped over and she was caught in it," Mr. Hufeldt said, adding that the woman's husband "is all cut." She said many homes are vacant at this time because they are owned by winter residents.

Details of the three deaths at the mobile home park in Pinellas Park — 10 miles south of Largo — weren't immediately available.

Some homes were left a pile of splinters and roofs were torn down to the plywood. Three shelters opened and about 30 people were bused in from damaged neighborhoods.

"Everything that was in our living room is in our kitchen and everything in our kitchen is in our garage," said Kathy Hyatt, who came to a shelter with her husband and two children. "I can't believe we're all in this together.

The tornado that touched down in Largo wrecked a gas station, knocked down hillside fences and a tinsel iron gate and twisted iron and metal, scattering initials of insulating over the parking lot.

Police were investigating report of looting, said Police Sgt. Don Holcomb.

"The storm did a lot of jumping and skipping. We actually had people in their yard watch a tornado pass over and then drop down and hit another home a block away," Holcomb said.

Pinellas Park resident Eric Knarr said police had blocked off the damaged area. "You have to sign up at a command post," he said. "You can't go farther than two blocks because streets are blocked.

President Bush escaped one tornado by about 70 minutes, hopping aboard Air Force One at St. Petersburg-Glens Falls Airport after the First of Four Florida campaign stops. The pilot of the gross charter reported flying debris and exploding electrical transformers.

By JOE MONAHAN

Tornadoes brought a new round of destruction to Florida on Saturday, killing four people at mobile homes and injuring dozens of homes into splinters in the Tampa Bay area, authorities said.

A two-day storm with winds gusting to 90 mph also was blamed for multiple deaths.

All 15 crew members were rescued after the 255-foot Hind-Hein went down with 2,000 tons of four feet late in the Friday night. In the Gulf of Mexico.

The tornadoes killed three people at a mobile home park in Pinellas Park and one in nearby Largo as they raged from mid-morning to early afternoon, said Pinellas County Police spokesman Leecher.

Pinellas Park Mayor Cecil Bradbury said 84 homes were destroyed and 100 to 200 homes were seriously damaged. Pinellas County spokeswoman Ronnie Goldstein said 25 people were injured countywide.

By early evening, Pinellas Park authorities said they had surveyed the area and 35 persons were injured and didn't expect to discover more deaths.

In Pinellas Park, the storm left someone else's front door jammed in the side of one man's house, a car stuck in a pine tree, and two other cars jumped, sandwiched together inside an outer wall of a house.

Jackie Schweitzer's water heater was imbedded in the back wall of his garage, 4 feet above the ground. The rest of the garage was missing.

"This street reminds me of Miami, big time," said Schweitzer, a utility worker who recently returned from the area devastated by Hurricane Andrew. "There's so much devastation. House after house. The only difference is that in Miami, it was more widespread."

One woman was killed and her husband injured at the Indian Rocks Mobile Home Park in Largo, where many of the 152 trailers were damaged, manager Jennie Hufeldt said.

"Her trailer flipped over and she was caught in it," Mr. Hufeldt said, adding that the woman's husband "is all cut." She said many homes are vacant at this time because they are owned by winter residents.

Details of the three deaths at the mobile home park in Pinellas Park — 10 miles south of Largo — weren't immediately available.

Some homes were left a pile of splinters and roofs were torn down to the plywood. Three shelters opened and about 30 people were bused in from damaged neighborhoods.

"Everything that was in our living room is in our kitchen and everything in our kitchen is in our garage," said Kathy Hyatt, who came to a shelter with her husband and two children. "I can't believe we're all in this together.

The tornado that touched down in Largo wrecked a gas station, knocked down hillside fences and a tinsel iron gate and twisted iron and metal, scattering initials of insulating over the parking lot.

Police were investigating report of looting, said Police Sgt. Don Holcomb.

"The storm did a lot of jumping and skipping. We actually had people in their yard watch a tornado pass over and then drop down and hit another home a block away," Holcomb said.

Pinellas Park resident Eric Knarr said police had blocked off the damaged area. "You have to sign up at a command post," he said. "You can't go farther than two blocks because streets are blocked.

President Bush escaped one tornado by about 70 minutes, hopping aboard Air Force One at St. Petersburg-Glens Falls Airport after the First of Four Florida campaign stops. The pilot of the gross charter reported flying debris and exploding electrical transformers.

The annual Arts and Letters Career Day tomorrow is aimed to acquaint liberal arts students with the various career options they might consider pursuing upon graduation.

"It's a Career Fair," students can walk by and talk in-depth representatives in the fields in which they are interested. They can learn about and gain information on a variety of fields in a short amount of time," said Paul Reynolds, associate director of Student Placement Services (CPS) which is sponsoring the event.

The event will be held on the lower level of the Center for Continuing Education from noon until 4 p.m. and areas

AMSTERDAM, Netherlands (AP) — An Israeli cargo jet with engine trouble crashed into an apartment complex Sunday night shortly after takeoff and triggered a firestorm that raced through a crowded suburb.

At least 12 bodies were recovered, but Dutch television said police feared up to 200 people may have died. The El Al Boeing 747 carried a three-man crew and one woman passenger, the carrier said.

The pilot was trying to wrestle the jet back to Schiphol Airport when it slammed into the nine-story apartment building, spewing flames and burning wreckage over a wide area of Duivendrecht (pronounced Dow-v Henderson). Residents searched frantically for family members in the hellish landscape of fire, smoke and chaos. Some people jumped out of the windows of their apartments to escape the inferno, radio reported.

"It crashed right into the building I saw the windows and all ignited. It exploded into one huge sea of fire," said resident Mark van der Linden.

Two nine-story apartment complexes were set ablaze. Mayor Ed van Thijn of Duivendrecht said at least 50 apartments were gutted.

Helicopters fitted with searchlights illuminated the scene for hundreds of rescue workers. Police reported looting in a nearby shopping mall.

The Amsterdam Medical Center Hospital said it treated at least 27 burn victims.

Airline officials dismissed early suspicion of a terrorist strike, which could have jeopardized sensitive Middle East peace talks.

Yisrael Cherbin, cargo manager for El Al in Amsterdam, said the plane's captain reported problems with two engines after takeoff and asked to return to the airport, about 10 miles south of Amsterdam.

"He's returning to land, and when he said he was handing, it crashed," said Cherbin.

The plane flew over a lake to dump fuel and crashed about 6:30 p.m. (13:30 p.m. EDT) on the turn to make a new approach to Schiphol, one of Europe's busiest airports.

"I saw the plane going nose-down with the left wing up and the right wing down behind the neat flat (apartment) building," said a witness to the crash, photographer Peter de Neef.

"The engines were smoking," the witness said, "and then I heard the pilot trying to pull up and then I didn't see it and I saw sparks coming in the air."
November 7, 1991 was indeed a sad day in the world of professional sports. After twelve seasons as the NBA’s premier ambassador, Earvin “Magic” Johnson announced his retirement from a league which he helped turn into a worldwide entertainment, marketing and sports phenomenon.

One of the greatest players ever, a five time NBA champion and a three time MVP, had to retire because he had contracted HIV, the virus that causes AIDS. With this news, Johnson became one of the recent virus-victims on AIDS and its sufferers.

Before his retirement, Johnson was a basketball hero to millions worldwide. In his 12 seasons he and his unforgettable smile turned the Los Angeles Lakers into “Showtime.” Yet since the news last November, he has been elevated to a new status. Not simply a sports hero but a hero for all of humanity.

According to most doctors, you have the greatest chance of contracting HIV if you are a intravenous drug user or someone who has numerous sexual partners. “Magic” did not contract HIV because he was a hemophiliac who received tinted blood, nor did he catch the virus from an infected physician. Johnson has the HIV virus because he claims to have had many sexual partners. Some say that he is homosexual, but AIDS has no sexual preference. “Magic” Johnson, may not have realize the consequences of having many partners. Even if he did, he obviously thought that this activity was a worth job-related risk .

The attacks occurred in a parking lot at Florida International University near the National Guard camp where Coleman was in the area to unload relief supplies for victims of Hurricane Andrew.

McGinnis, 22. Rodriguez and McGinnis had been sexually assaulted, probably after their deaths, investigators say. The attacks occurred in a parking lot at Florida International University near the National Guard camp where Coleman was in the area to unload relief supplies for victims of Hurricane Andrew.

McGinnis, 22, Rodriguez and McGinnis had been sexually assaulted, probably after their deaths, investigators say. The attacks occurred in a parking lot at Florida International University near the National Guard camp where Coleman was in the area to unload relief supplies for victims of Hurricane Andrew.

Mourder of three claims self defense

Miami: A National Guardian quoted with fatally slashing three people he met in a bar told police he acted in self defense and raped two of the victims. Steven Coleman confessed to police that he stabbed the victims but only after one of them, Ronald Quisbert, pulled a knife on him. The victims were identified as Quisbert, 20, Regina, 15, and Andrew

-interesting in international marketing ? Mike Bruno, International Marketing Representative for Polycon Co., will speak about marketing in today's international marketplace Tuesday at 12:30 p.m. in Hayes-Haley, room 120. Sponsored by the ND MBA International Business Club.

Resumes writing labs are being offered three times this semester for students starting their resume on Wednesday, October 7. Monday, October 12 (International) and Tuesday, October 13 (Math Building). Details will be given about recommended resume content, using Resume expert Plus, proper completion of important placement codes, and other tips for preparing an effective resume. With limited space available, preregistration is required. Call Career and Placement Services at 239-5200 for further information or to sign up.

Singer tears up Pope's picture on TV

New York — Pop singer Sinéad O’Connor tore up a photograph of Pope John Paul II on “Saturday Night Live,” furthering her reputation for anti-establishment demonstrations. After the last verse of the reggae song “War,” which blasts racism and class-structured societies, she said, “Fight the real enemy,” then held up the 8-by-12 color photo of the Roman Catholic leader. The demonstration was met with silence from the studio audience. O’Connor closed by blowing out several candles, then walked off stage.
Respect Life Week events to draw attention to the horrors of abortion

By THERESA ALEMAN
News Writer

Respect Life Week exists to "draw attention to the horror of 4,400 babies killed daily that's over every twenty seconds in the United States alone," said Claire Johnson, member of the Notre Dame Right to Life organization. This week, October 4-11, is annual national Respect Life week.

Johnson stressed the current urgency of the group's mission because it is an election year and also because there is a bill in Congress which could conceivably eliminate current restrictions on abortion.

"People need to be educated on the dangers abortion poses to both the unborn and to the mothers. A girl can't pierce her ears before she's eighteen without parental consent, isn't abortion a more serious decision?" Johnson said.

The Notre Dame chapter of the Right to Life organization exists in "inform students of the problems of abortion and let them do something about it," said Bill Keen of the ND Right to Life Organization.

The ND chapter consists of 500 members, 200 of whom are active. This group has existed on Notre Dame campus since 1973, according to Johnson.

Right to Life began the week yesterday with a "life chain" consisting of 15 to 20 ND and SMC students. Statelined across the street from Notre Dame campus on Route 31, students displayed pro-life signs such as "Adoption... the loving option.

Tomorrow, the group plans to have active members of the National Right to Life group give speeches in Hayes Healy at 7:30 p.m., according to Johnson. Friday the group plans to picket the South Bend abortion clinic and Saturday they plan to pray the rosary all day outside the clinic.

In addition to these scheduled events, the group will display crosses representative of aborted babies on campus and will maintain "a presence" of at least two right to life members for every hour the clinic remains open this week, said Keen.

---

**Club Column**

**OCTOBER 5, 1992**

1) All Clubs must make an appointment with their division chairs for their first semester meetings. Information pertinent to all clubs will be discussed. Contact your division chair for an appointment time. And remember to check your mailboxes regularly.

2) Campus Fellowship meeting on Friday, 10/9 at 7:30 p.m.

3) Campus Bible Fellowship meeting Tuesday, 7:00 p.m. room 304 Haggag, Saint Mary's College. Hay-Ride Friday, 5:30 p.m. Questions call Steve at 372-8890.

4) Children of Mary invites anyone interested in praying the rosary every Monday-Friday at 4:30 p.m. in the Grace Chapel. The ND/MSC Equestrian Association presents Conviser Duffy public and corporate accounting, Tuesday, October 6, 6 p.m., room 222 Hayes-Healy.

5) ND/SMC Ballroom Dance Club meeting Thursday 10/8 is cancelled.

6) Baptist Student Union meets 7 p.m. every Monday at the Center for Social Concerns, September 8, in the foot room.


8) Student Alumni Relations Group meeting Tuesday, 10/6 at 7 p.m. in Lafortune's Notre Dame Room.

9) Psychology Club mandatory meeting Tues. 10/6 at 7 p.m. at 117 Haggag.

10) M.U.N. Club meeting Monday, 10/5 at 7 p.m. 124 Hayes-Healy.

11) English Majors Society meeting Tuesday 10/6 at 7:30 in 122 Hayes-Healy.

12) MEETINGS: 7:00 P.M.

   (A) THE CAMPUS BIBLE STUDY* "C. B. S."

   Inter Faith Bible Study

   Meetings: 7:00 P.M. one hour sessions every Tuesday.

   in the Conference Room

   Campus Ministry, Bedle Hall

   Directed by Fr. Al D'Aiuto, C.S.C. For additional information call: 239-6620 or 239-9555

   All are invited to attend

---

**Come and See**

Campus Bible Study* "C. B. S.

Inter Faith Bible Study

Meetings: 7:00 P.M.

one hour sessions every Tuesday.

in the Conference Room

Campus Ministry, Bedle Hall

Directed by Fr. Al D'Aiuto, C.S.C.

For additional information call: 239-6620 or 239-9555

All are invited to attend

---

**Study:** Romanian women died in anti-abortion era

WASHINGTON (AP) — More than 10,000 women died from illegal abortions and about 200,000 children were placed in orphanages while an anti-abortion law was in effect in Romania, a new report shows.

In a report published Monday in the American Journal of Public Health researchers said that a ban on elective abortion and on contraception in Romania "resulted in the highest maternal mortality rate in Europe and in thousands of unwanted children in institutions."

The study is based on the statistics of births and maternal deaths during the 23-year period after 1966 when Romanian President Nicolae Ceausescu introduced policies that outlawed abortion and contraception, and actively prosecuted doctors who performed unauthorized abortions.

Purpose of the policy change, the study said, was to increase the reproduction rate and population in Romania. It failed.

"After a brief rise, the crude birth rate fell and continued to fall," the study found. "Romania did not succeed in sustaining desired levels of reproduction and natural increase."

What did increase, the study found, was the number of abortion-related maternal deaths. Prior to the law, maternal death rates in Romania were consistent with those elsewhere in Europe of less than 20 per 100,000 live births.

"For the decade 1980 to 1989, the average Romanian maternal mortality rate was 150 maternal deaths per 100,000 live births," the study said. "Many women obtained abortions illegally and every year approximately 500 other women of childbearing age died from post abortion hemorrhage or other complications."

"The anti-abortion law in Romania resulted in over 10,000 deaths of women from unsafe abortion," the study reported.

---

**Pomerium Musices**

CONCERT OF LITURGICAL MUSIC IN CELEBRATION OF THE 10TH ANNIVERSARY OF NOTRE DAME TOWNSHIP

RENAISSANCE MUSIC FOR SONGS OF THE CHURCH

Saturday

October 10, 1992

8:00 p.m.

Basica of the Sacred Heart

The concert is free and open to the public.
Bush takes a risk on cable veto

WASHINGTON (AP) — Of three dozen bills President Bush has vetoed, none is more loaded with potential political peril than his weekend rejection of re-regulation of cable TV rates.

Trailing in the polls and accused by Democrats of callousness to the hardship caused by a poor economy, Bush is gambling that he can prevail in Congress and persuade the voters that the bill was a misguided effort to curb cable rates.

"I made a mistake," Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton said Sunday. "I would have signed it." The president has won every veto showdown so far, and White House strategists fear that a defeat now would be viewed as a sign of weakness with the election a month away. To forestall that, the president invited a group of Republican senators to the White House on Sunday.

Bush has vetoed, none is more aimed at middle-class voters that Democrats have served up to veto showdowns so far, and Congress had "fallen prey to special interests."

"The simple truth is that under this legislation cable television rates will go up, not down," the president said. "Competition will not increase, it will stagnate. In addition, this legislation will cost American jobs and discourage investment in telecommunications."

He said the bill would require cable companies to bear the costs of new regulations, and higher cable rates would result. But Bush's attitude toward the bill is not universal among members of his party. And his ability to sustain a veto remained in doubt Sunday. Co-sponsored by Sen. John Danforth, R-Mo., the measure passed the Senate supported by 50 Republicans and opposed on Saturday by only 18.

Penn. Governor Casey takes on second try to get N.I.A. his anti-abortion speech

NEW YORK (AP) — After two tries, Pennsylvania's Gov. Robert Casey is still looking for a way to get his liberal-against-abortion speech to an audience in New York.

Barred from giving his speech to the Democratic Party convention here in July, the governor returned Friday to deliver the same lecture at a gathering sponsored by The Village Voice — but abandoned his effort after protesters drowned him out with chants and sirens.

Witnesses said the hecklers represented at least three groups, the AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power, known as ACT UP; the Women's Action Movement, or WAMM, and the Ad-hoc Coalition to Save Mumia Abu-Jamal, a convicted cop killer on Pennsylvania's death row.

"It was old-fashioned fascism," said Hank Sturtz, a Voice volunteer who served as host for the meeting, Saturday.

"The left is no better than the right when it comes to denying opportunities available, student interest year that on the practicality of having particular field represented. Only appropriate fields are represented—ones we think that the students are interested in and are prepared for. We haven't have electrical or aerospace engineering there because those fields don't apply to most students in the College of Arts &Letters." This doesn't mean that career day is just for students in Arts &Letters, either. "If you are interested in some of the fields represented, stop by and talk to the people there and find out if it's what you thought it was, " said Reynolds "just because you are majoring in X doesn't mean you can only go into X, Y and Z—non-majoring students can stop by and gain a lot of information on other fields that they might be interested in."

Besides learning about the actual fields themselves, students can also gain information about breaking into careers in fields which aren't usually associated with Notre Dame. "Some careers, such as those in broadcasting and public relations, don't even send representatives to campus to recruit. A student interested in those areas can talk to someone and not only learn about what it's like but also find out about how to get started in those fields as well," said Reynolds.
UN resolutions to seize Iraqi assets

UNITED NATIONS (AP) — After scrapping most of Iraq's weapons and cutting off its international trade, the Security Council struck Friday at a key financial asset of Saddam Hussein, moving to seize $1 billion in oil money.

The council's resolution seizes assets from Iraqi oil sales abroad, most of them held in the United States, to compensate victims of Iraq's invasion of Kuwait and pay for U.N. weapons inspections and humanitarian aid to displaced Kurds and Shiites.

It is the first time the United Nations had seized a nation's money. A top Iraqi envoy, Foreign Minister Mohammed Al-Saahaf, had traveled to U.N. headquarters to try to stop the action. He met earlier Friday with Third World members of the Security Council in a last-ditch attempt to head off the seizure.

His efforts failed. Fourteen of the 15 council members supported the resolution. China abstained, as it has in several council measures against Iraq.

Al-Saahaf had proposed an alternative source for the compensation of victims and financing U.N. operations: allowing Iraq to break a U.N.-ordered trade embargo and sell $4 billion in oil.

The council earlier had tried to get Iraq to pay for the program through a one-time sale of $1.6 billion in oil, under strict U.N. supervision. But Iraq refused to accept the Security Council's terms for the sale.

"The resolution adopted by the Security Council today is a reasonable and proportionate response to Iraq's intransigence," said Ambassador Edward Perkins of the United States, which led the drive to seize Iraq's assets.

China's ambassador, Li Dayou, said the action was unnecessary and violated Iraq's sovereignty. "When the Security Council plays the role of a court in such commercial dealings, this is unconstitutional," he said.

"The resolution allows the council to confiscate proceeds from oil sales and money owed to Iraq for oil delivered before 1990, four days after Iraq invasion of Kuwait. At that time, Iraq's assets abroad — estimated to total $5 billion — were frozen but not seized.

Oil was Iraq's main source of foreign cash. The United Nations will be able to confiscate up to $200 million from each country holding Iraqi oil revenues, but will not be allowed to touch money claimed by Iraq's creditors. The confiscated accounts will be reimbursed when trade sanctions are lifted.

The council to confiscate proceeds will be "inconsistent with the principles of the United Nations," Al-Saahaf said. The United Nations was "the first body to impose sanctions against Iraq," he said.

Sachsenhausen, Germany (AP) — Thousands of people gathered at the site of a Nazi concentration camp Sunday to protest anti-Semitic and anti-foreigner attacks across Germany.

The demonstration at Sachsenhausen, just north of Berlin, was the first time Germans called at a former concentration camp to call for an end to current rightist troubles.

The symbolism of the site was heightened by the torturing last month of a barracks there housing an exhibit on the camp's Jewish victims.

"People today hear daily news about attacks on asylum seekers," Robert Guttmann, the deputy chairman of the Central Council of Jews in Germany, told the demonstrators.

Whatever your style...we have it all

- Glasses in 1-3 hours...EVERYDAY!
- Best prices...EVERYDAY!
- Best selection...over 1500 frame styles
(including designer eyewear)
- Our own glass and plastic laboratory to assure quality.

Optical One

SOUTH BEND
4121 S. Michigan
(219) 291-9200
MISHAWAKA
5327 Grape Road
(219) 277-8121

Bad weather hampers Yugoslavian air lifts

Sarajevo, Bosnia-Herzegovina (AP) — More humanitarian flights arrived in Sarajevo on Sunday, but rainy weather hampered the aid effort to help people in the shattered capital survive the coming harsh winter.

Relief officials fear the harsh Bosnian winter could claim hundreds of thousands of lives unless there are adequate supplies of food and fuel to feed residents of the besieged city.

Power cuts have frequently left about 80 percent of Sarajevo without electricity. People run to line up at water trucks, and on Sunday many put out their towels to catch rainwater running off the roofs.

Warehouses in the city are empty, the only working bakery is producing only enough bread to supply the military and hospitals, while supplies of fuel is hampering distribution.

"I have nothing," said Mark Vares, 50, who lives in a cold, damp apartment close to a mosque. "No food, no fuel. We are starving."

Sarajevo has been relatively quiet in recent days, but fighting flared in several towns in northern Bosnia on Sunday.

More than 14,000 people have been killed since Bosnian Serbs rebelled against a vote in February by majority Muslims and Croats to secede from Yugoslavia. Serbs have seized about two-thirds of Bosnian territory.

Almost daily reports of Serb air raids have led Western allies to urge the United Nations to impose a "no-fly" zone over Bosnia. President Bush on Friday promised to enforce it militarily if necessary.

But the commander of the Bosnian Serbs' air force, Gen. Zivomir Mirkovic, said Saturday he would never accept such a ban.

The Serbs have about 40 aircraft the Yugoslav army left behind when it withdrew from Bosnia earlier this year. The republic's Muslim-led defense forces have no aircraft.

University of Notre Dame International Study Program in
Jerusalem
MEXICO CITY AND SANTIAGO, CHILE

SPRING SEMESTER 1993 APPLICATIONS DUE OCTOBER 15, 1992

For more information please contact
Dr. Claudia Koelman
Assistant Director
International Study Programs
428 Main Building
239-5882

UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME
SUMMER ENGINEERING FOREIGN STUDY

in
LONDON, ENGLAND

INFORMATION MEETING:
Wednesday, October 7, 1992
Room 356 Fitzpatrick Hall
7:00 p.m.

ALL ENGINEERING STUDENTS WELCOME!
Bush has more left to spend than Clinton

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush has as much as $20 million more than Bill Clinton to spend in the campaign's final month and plans to use his carefully hoarded funds to bankroll an unprecedented month-long media blitz.

Clinton's campaign insists it still has plenty of reserve cash for a final volley of its own — and so does Ross Perot, who is unbound by any legal limits on campaign spending.

An Associated Press review of campaign spending shows that Bush began October with about $49 million left of the $65.5 million the Republicans are allowed to spend on the fall election. Clinton, meanwhile, had between $27 million and $32 million left.

The difference is explained by three factors:

- Clinton by law had to begin spending his legally limited fall campaign money a month earlier than Bush, since the Democrat received his party's nomination in mid-July, and the GOP convention wasn't until mid-August.
- Clinton's strategy called for spending more money early on to build a high profile — one that helped him grab the lead he now holds.
- Bush's strategy called for bushwading campaign resources for a $30 million advertising blitz in the final month.

The Clinton campaign says it's spending is right on schedule. Aides said the Democrat prepaid some of October's media expenses and also will benefit from an unprecedented Democratic Party get-out-the-vote drive and millions of dollars in generic vote-Clinton ads.

Clinton and his spokesman said late Monday that the Republican strategy had backfired, and both campaigns are using the Cold War in his favor, said Professor David Leege of the government department.

Bush cannot win the election without:

- Republicans on the right, it will create jobs in the United States and in Mexico, but said he would not sign it unless additional steps were taken to protect American workers. "If it is done right, it will create jobs in the United States and in Mexico," the Arkansas governor said in an address at North Carolina State University. "We must always remember why we're doing it — to help the working men and women of America."

The announcement ended weeks of speculation over how the Bush administration would land on the trade pact.

Registration records: 

WASHINGTON — So much for the year of voter turn-off. Record numbers of new voters are registering in some regions as get-out-the-vote drives spread up everywhere from body lotion boutiques to music stores to soup kiosks. Missouri, for example, expects to add 300,000 voters to its rolls for a record registration by Election Day. "They're signing up voters everywhere — at Wal-Marts and malls and nursing homes and day care centers," said Frank Varra, a spokesman for the Missouri secretary of state's office.

Upcoming Events

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 6
JESSICA NEUWIRTH, J.D.
President, Equality Now; former Chair, Women's Rights Task Force.
Amnesty International-USA
"EQUALITY NOW: HUMAN RIGHTS AS IF WOMEN MATTERED?"
4:15 p.m.
Hesburgh Center Auditorium

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 8
DR. RON PAGNUCCO
Visiting Faculty Fellow, The Kroc Institute
"THE FRAGMENT OF GOOD ORDER: EXPLAINING THE USE OF NONVIOLENT ACTION BY AMERICAN PEACE GROUPS"
12:15 p.m.
Conference Room 103
The Hesburgh Center

Everyone Welcome

INSTITUTE FOR INTERNATIONAL PEACE STUDIES
UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME

---

Professors: Bush campaign religious strategy backfired

By DAVID KINNEY
News Editor

The Bush campaign's religious strategy has backfired, and both campaigns are abandoning the use of religion to win votes this fall, according to McBrien.

"Bush has shamefully and shamelessly tried to use religion to try to win votes," said Father Richard McBrien, theology professor. But "they are aware of the fact that the religion button no longer works."

McBrien said the Republican convention in Houston alienated two groups: Bush lost the election without: moderate Republicans, who are concerned about jobs, health care and education, and Reagan democrats, who are patriotic, religious and generally intolerant on racial issues.

Reagan was able to attract democratic voters with patriotism, anti-communism, and his position against abortion and for school prayer, but Bush no longer has the Cold War in his favor, said Professor David Leive of the government department.

Bush's attempts to win those same voters with a family value message failed because of the effects of the economic downturn. Leive said these voters are asking "Is it right to vote for him just because he has the right opinion on abortion and social issues, but is the economy important, also?"

Clinton came to Notre Dame to reach out to the Reagan democrats, many of whom are Catholic, and he has succeeded in pulling them back, according to Leive.

Moderates saw the family values issue as negative, judgmental and parochial, according to Leive. Convention speakers Phyllis Schlafly, Pat Robertson and Patrick Buchanan also served to alienate moderates concerned with liberty and rights by telling people how they should vote, according to McBrien.

The Bush campaign is no longer using the religion issue in a heavy-handed manner, and is even drawing away from the issue entirely, he said.

O'Brien said that Bush and Quayle cannot champion their stand on the abortion issue either. "The pro-life people have left Bush and Quayle get away with waffling on it," he said. "If people have failed to take advantage, so the issue has become unimportant in the fall election.
Dear Editor:
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Abortion issue 'depersonalizes' human life

Charles E. Rice

Right or Wrong? A frank holding that an acknowledged human being is a nonperson.

The court in Roe indicated that if the unborn child is a person, the state would be constitutionally obligated to protect his or her life and could not allow abortion in any case. In Casey opinion, Justice John Paul Stevens explained this basic holding of Roe: The Court in Roe carefully considered, and rejected, the state's argument that "the fetus is 'a person' within the language and meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment."...After analyzing the usage of "person" in the Constitution, the Court concluded that that word "has application only postnatally."...Accordingly, an abortion is not "the termination of life entitled to Fourteenth Amendment protection." From this holding, there was no dissent...indeed, no member of the Court has ever questioned this fundamental proposition.

Thus, as a matter of federal constitutional law, a developing organism that is not yet a "person" does not have what is sometimes described as a "right to life." This has been and, by the court's holding today, remains a fundamental premise of our constitutional law governing reproductive autonomy.

In his opinion in Webster v. Reproductive Health Services, in 1989, Justice Stevens stressed that "(e)ven the dispute over abortion has historically been characterized as a 'political issue.'"...Justice Scalia likewise implicitly accepts this holding. 492 U.S. at 368, n.13.

When the Casey dissenters argue for a states' rights solution, they confirm the nonpersonhood of the unborn child. If an innocent human being is subject to execution at the decision of another whenever the legislature so decrees, he is a nonperson with no constitutional right to live. It is a mistake to see the Supreme Court as narrowly divided, with four Justices striving to uphold the constitutional right to life.

Justice Rehnquist's bottom line is that, "A woman's interest in having an abortion is a form of liberty protected by the Due Process Clause, but States may not procedurally handicap women in ways rationally related to a legitimate state interest."...Justice Scalia's bottom line is that the States may, if they wish, permit abortion-on-demand, but the Constitution does not require them to do so. The permissibility of abortion, and the limitations upon it, are to be resolved like most important questions in our democracy: by citizens trying to persuade one another and then voting. As the Court acknowledges, "where reasonable people disagree the government can adopt one position or the other."

In any civilized society in which personal freedom in the conduct for possessing rights, there is a necessary correspondence between humanity and personhood. The 'depersonalization of innocent human beings was the weapon' an earlier Supreme Court used against the slaves in the 1857 Dred Scott case. And it was used to provide legal justification for the Nazi atrocities in World War II.

Our Supreme Court is not narrowly divided on the basic issue: whether to prohibit or to authorize abortion. It is unanimous in its endorsement of the proposition that the law can validly 'depersonalize innocent human beings so as to subject them to execution at the discretion of others.'

On the contrary, a coherent legal response to permissive abortion would require a federal, state or constitutional amendment specifying that the unborn child is entitled to constitutional protection without exception.

Charles E. Rice is a professor in Notre Dame Law School. His column appears every other Monday.

Sophomores Literary Festival needs input

Dear Editor,
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He retired a year ago, and he joined the AIDS commission. This was courageous and a correct thing to do, supporting his life to the halting of spread of AIDS. He showed people, myself included, that life doesn't end after the contraction of the HIV disease.

Soon after, he joined the Olympic squad, and he had a ball. It warmed everyone's heart to see this fallen cham-
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Multicultural Festival celebrates diversity

BY GERALDINE HAMILTON
Assistant Accent Editor

Notre Dame's annual Multicultural Fall Festival, being celebrated October 4-9, is a celebration of diversity of people on the Notre Dame/Saint Mary's campuses and across the nation, stated Adele Lanin, Assistant Director of Student Activities.

The Multicultural Festival is for "the benefit of the Notre Dame, Saint Mary's and Michiana communities," said Marta Santos, a member of the Multicultural Festival's executive committee. "Cultural learning in a positive atmosphere about cultural diversity is the main goal," she said.

The celebration commenced on Sunday with the Spiritual Celebration, the aim of which was to "gin up the whole student body," said Santos. Groups, such as Muslims, together to share their faiths, said Santos.

Monday thru Friday Fireside Chats will be held in the Student Center from 12 to 1 p.m. Each day a different topic will be opened by a professor or an expert in a particular field. The topics being discussed range from "Aging in America" to "Experiences in Kenya." Rosemary Carlin, featured speaker during one of the Fireside Chats, Haughton is well known as an author as well as for her work with the homeless. The title of her lecture, "Homelessness will be, "Song in a Strange Land," "Food and" Food and...and several different Notre Dame clubs will come together to celebrate Monday thru Fri.

Tuesday thru Friday, from 4:30 to 6 p.m. on the Fieldhouse Mall, a large group of people that don't share their unique culture, but also give a taste of their traditional foods from different cultures are the Japan Club, the Mexican American Club and the Italian Club.

The Multicultural Festival Executive Council hope to reach the goal: "to educate people about cultures different from their own," said Lanin.

Correction:
An article regarding Holy Cross College in Friday's Observer should have read: "Father Sorin travelled from France over 150 years ago. The Observer regrets the error."
Men's

continued from page 14

The Irish defense allowed only five shots on goal as sophomore goalkeeper Bert Rader registered his 15th career shutout, just seven short of the school record.

“We've been concerned with our play in the penalty box," Bert Rader explained. "I think we wanted to control the penalty box and not give them too many scoring opportunities and I think we did that.

It was quite an improvement from Friday night's loss, but the question now is which Notre Dame team will show up Wednesday night against DeTroit Mercy.

Sophomore Tom Richardson (17) runs down a ball during Notre Dame's 4-0 win over Dayton Sunday.

---

Soccer

continued from page 14

was followed Jennifer Stephan's scoring shot, a pass from midfielder Carmen Murphy with only eleven minute left on the clock.

Stephan culminated the scoring at the 59:46 mark, finding the net on an assist from Andrea Johnson. "I thought we played very well," commented Guerrero. "We never gave up. The 3-0 score doesn't indicate how close the game was.

They are very a physical big team. We hoped to beat with our size and I think we did.

We had a lot of opportunities but we were unable to convert."
Miami wins battle of unbeatens

(AP) - Any notion that the Buffalo Bills were invincible at home since 1986. Buffalo also was the highest-scoring team in the league, averaging 38 points per game. While Marino was leading the offense, completing 21 of 33 passes for 282 yards and touchdown strikes of 24 yards to Jackson, 5 yards to Tony Paige and 9 yards to Bobby Humphrey, the defense got big performances from Oliver, John Offerdahl and Bryan Cox. Oliver returned his third interception for 170 yards, the second-highest total in NFL history. Offerdahl led a rushing defense that held Thurman Thomas to 33 yards on 11 carries, and Cox, the AFC player of the month for September, had two sacks. In other NFL games Sunday, it was Minnesota 21, Chicago 10, Denver 20, Kansas City 19, San Francisco 27, Los Angeles Rams 24, Phoenix 27, Washington 24, Los Angeles Raiders 13, New York Giants 18, New Orleans 13, Detroit 7, Atlanta 24, Green Bay 10; Indianapolis 24, Tampa Bay 14.

Happy 20th, Miss Bear, to a women of great talent, wit, and sweetness!
Love, Mom
Irish fall to 13th, Stanford jumps seven spots

(AP) - A number of teams moved in this week's Associated Press Top Twenty Five.

Miami's three point win over Florida St. earned the Hurricanes double the first place votes received last week.

The Washington Huskies secured their place atop the poll with a win over Southern Cal.

Notre Dame's 3-3-16 loss to Stanford dropped the Irish to the thirteenth spot, while the Cardinal jumped to eleven.

Michigan, Tennessee, and Texas A&M round out the top five, while Alabama, Penn St., the Seminoles, Colorado and unbeaten Virginia round out the top ten.

It is Virginia's first appearance in the top ten since 1990.

UCLA's loss to Arizona dropped the Bruins out of the top half of the poll, down to number twenty, two spots ahead of Boston College which ties Maryland.

Each team in the second ten of the poll have suffered at least one loss in the season, and only eight unbeaten, untied teams remain in the standings.

The Irish fell from the last two at the #24 spot after finishing the game where they just kept playing and playing, and we used that to motivate ourselves," commented Stanford quarterback Steve Stenstrom.

Notre Dame opened the scoring quickly. After the opening kickoff, Irish linebacker Devon McKenzie intercepted Stenstrom causing a fumble. Irish linebacker Devon McDonnell had a stuff at the half line, Stanford's guard Brian Cassidy recovered the ball for an Irish safety.

"We played well in the first quarter," said Dubose, "but as the game progressed, the defense was just on the field too much. We just can't be forced to be on the field that much."

This was certainly the case. In the first half, Notre Dame led in time of possession by 26 seconds, but in the second half, Stanford ruled the clock, holding the ball for 24 minutes, 12:05 of that coming in the fourth quarter.

Passing numbers 32 attempts 21 completions for 215 yards and zero interceptions, it seems like Irish coach Lou Holtz. When questioned about his comments earlier in the week about his players, Walsh declined to comment on how his players were inferior to those at Notre Dame.

"Our play was scrappy and inspired," added Walsh. "We hung in there."

The Irish defense played well, but being on the field for so much time and seeing the offense turn the ball over five times hurt the morale of the defense.

"You can't win with five turnovers," said Holtz. "We were up 16-0 and every turnover was key. It seemed like every turnover was after a big play."

The final statistics are almost identical for both teams, except for turnovers. Stanford capitalized on every Irish miscue. "They just kept on working, kept exerting," said Irish safety Jeff Burns.

Holtz praised the Stanford offense.

"Stanford played extremely well. I can't fault my players, they were very talented. Milburn is a great back and their quarterback showed a lot of courage."

Stanford, despite practicing for the first time this week on Friday, played like Stanford needed to win.

"He is a competitor," said Dubose. "He is a great quarter-back."

Milburn had a Heisman-like day, receiving praise from his backfield mate.

"Glyn is amazing. He takes a lot of pressure off me. I feel honored to have him in the backfield," stated Stanford.

In the end, an emotional Walsh tried the magnitude of the win.

"Notre Dame is under tremendous pressure to win, and that is tough for them," said Walsh. "But I give our kids credit for hanging in there. We had guts. This is as big a win as I have ever had in my career. I am very proud of our team and the University."

Walsh also had some words for the Irish faithful.

"Notre Dame will bounce back, and we will Holtz. He is a good friend and a marvelous coach."

The Irish faithful hope that Walsh's optimism is correct.
Irish
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Irish lead to 16-13.

The junior quarterback Steve Stenstrom celebrates with fullback J.D. Lasley after a second half touchdown.

HORSEBACK RIDING

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 11
$12.00 per person
Ride and play advance a ReecSports in the JACC

NOTRE DAME ALUMNI,
SUBWAY ALUMNI and FRIENDS of the GREATEST UNIVERSITY in the NATION!!!

Welcome to...
NOTRE DAME-PITT PEP RALLY
7:00 p.m. to Midnight
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 9, 1992
Sheraton Hotel at Station Square
downtown Pittsburgh, PA

Assessments:
$5.00 per adult
$3.00 per student
Free for children under 12 and Band Members

Highlights:
• Cash Bar - Snacks
• Dancing to Rick Purcell Combo
• Video Interview with Coach Lou Holtz
• Remarks from Notre Dame's Official Family and Athletic Department
• Irish Greats of the Past
• Cheers by Cheerleading Squad
• "All-Star Marching Band"

No reservation necessary - just show up for a great reunion evening of Notre Dame family and friends.

set up freshman Bobby Abrams' 37-yard field goal.

The Irish got the ball back, courting 23 points with 8:20 left to play, but the offense couldn't answer the call. Following a seven-yard reception by Griggs and two more incomplete passes by Mirer, the Cardinal got the ball back at their own 28.

They then went 72 yards to go up 30-16. Milburn picking up 44 yards on the drive, including the final 14 for the touchdown.

"We hit Notre Dame with a bob-sweep, which was a big part of the 49er offense," Walsh explained. "I think that snuck up on the Notre Dame defense." On the ensuing kickoff, the Irish tried the "Washington Redskin" play, but Clint Johnson's cross-field toss to Lee Becton was intercepted by David Walker.

"It was a desperation move," Holtz said of the play. "We worked on it a little, but we weren't ready to use it."

The Cardinal added a field goal to provide the final margin of victory.

The day started off well for the Irish, as Demetrius DuBose blitzed on the first play of the game and forced Stenstrom to fumble. The Cardinal recovered the ball in their end zone, and the Irish had a 2-0 lead less than 10 seconds into the game.

After the free kick the Irish cruised 55 yards to open up a 9-0 lead on Reggie Brooks' 12-yard option run.

Jeff Burtis then extended the lead to 16-0 with 10:52 left in the first half, when he capped a 64-yard drive on a two-yard scamper.

"Notre Dame is an intimidating team. We were outmatched at the start, but we didn't lose courage," Walsh said. "We hung in there and gutted it out."

"This is one of greatest wins for Stanford University. And one of the biggest losses for Notre Dame, especially the seniors, who will leave without a national championship."

"It hurts that it's most likely over," Mirer commented. "We don't have a conference to win, there's no consolation prize."
Weekend split for women's soccer

By GEORGE DOHRMANN
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame women's soccer team got a glimpse of what it is capable of, and also where it needs to be in the Golden Dome Classic this weekend.

On Friday, the 20th-ranked Irish tied 1-1 with freshman Rosella Guerrero and a strong offensive performance to topple 16th-ranked Wisconsin 1-0 at Alumni Field.

On Sunday, against second-ranked Stanford, the overmatched Irish fell 4-0.

Jarc got her first start against Stanford, but even her added experience could not help Notre Dame. The Cardinal proved why they are considered the second-best team in the country, dominating from the onset.

Sarah Ratielli struck first for Stanford in the games opening moments, beating Loyola at the 2:54 mark. The junior's goal was not reserved in his feelings on the magnitude of the win.

"This is the biggest win of my career and the in history of this program," said an emotional Petrucelli after the game.

Lanza explodes for three goals in 4-0 win over Dayton

By JASON KELLY
Sports Writer

Consistency hasn't been a major strength for the Notre Dame men's soccer team this season.

They proved that again this week, with the Irish falling 1-0 to the 15th-ranked Flyers.

Earlier in the game, sophomore Tony Richardson had a goal called back because of an offsides penalty.

"It's a little disappointing," Irish coach Mike Bertielli said. "We had two million chances, but we couldn't put the ball in the back of the net." 

Mike Mosati scored the lone goal on an assist from Petz late in the first half. The win kept Xavier atop the MCC tournament and in our focus.

Redemption was their focus Sunday against Dayton, and Lanza and Richardson were key figures again.

Lanza, playing with a slight rust in his right thigh, topped the first of his three goals just seven minutes into the game when he took a pass from Richardson in front of the net and fired a bullet of a shot past a sprawling Dayton goalkeeper.

Richardson scored Notre Dame's second goal one minute into the second half as he lofted a shot that found the back of the net, and the scoring barrage continued.

Lanza got on the board again fifteen minutes later after taking a perfect lead pass from Kevin Adickson and beating the Dayton goalie for the second time.

With 20 minutes remaining, he took a pass from Mike Palmier and shook another Dayton defender, completing the hat-trick and giving the Irish a 4-0 lead.

"Bill deserves a lot of credit," Bertielli said. "We expect him to make things happen in front of the goal, and he was able to do that today."

The hat-trick was the first for an Irish player since sophomore Jean Joseph scored three goals in last season's game against the Flyers.

For Senior Nursing Students

A seminar to help you prepare for personal and professional decisions.

October 16 & 17, 1992

Mayo Medical Center • Rochester, Minnesota

SPECIAL PRESENTATIONS
- Transition: From New Graduate to Expert Nurse
- The Future Nurses of Oz

BREAKOUT SESSIONS
- Financial Planning • Preparing for Your Job Search
- Collaborative Practice — What It Is And What It Isn't
- State Boards: Are You Ready?

Your $10 registration fee covers sessions, instruction materials and food. Mayo Medical Center will cover the cost of lodging for out-of-town participants.

Deadline for registration is October 9, 1992

Call 1-800-545-0379 for registration information and brochure.
THE FAR SIDE

GARY LARSON

"Oh, it's just Hank's little cross to bear—
he's allergic to down and that's that."

CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1. Catamaran
2. Interlaced
3. Ready money
4. Dutchman, French style
5. Belief of Ethiopia
6. Burden
7. This might be viva or sotto
8. Discomfort
9. Towel fabric
10. Fine's competitor
11. Skimo knives
12. Within. Comb form
13. Horsehair
14. Harrier quarters
15. Simians
16. Like-minded folks
17. Mediterranean Sea arm
18. Close by
19. Actor Wallach
20. Calendar after
21. Two-toed sloth
22. Engendered
23. Rattle
24. Have in one's bonnet
25. Ravel's partner
26. Namelakes of a mythical huntsman
27. Become enriched
28. Wander
29. A sermon of Buddha
30. An inadecuate plant
31. Humdinger
32. Of batiste
33. State to Satie
34. Gripe
35. Harem quarters
36. Shut up and smile
37. Discomfort
38. Rankle
39. Burden
40. Form
41. Viva or sotto
42. Ethiopia
43. Engendered
44. Discom fort
45. Ready money
46. Engendered
47. Viva or sotto
48. Humdinger
49. Of batiste
50. State to Satie
51. Gripe
52. Harem quarters
53. Shut up and smile
54. Viva or sotto
55. Ready money
56. Engendered
57. Discomfort
58. Rankle
59. Burden
60. Form
61. Viva or sotto
62. Ethiopia
63. Engendered
64. Discom fort
65. Rankle
66. Burden
67. Form

DOWN
1. Rumble
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24. Have in one's bonnet
25. Ravel's partner
26. Namelakes of a mythical huntsman
27. Become enriched
28. Wander
29. A sermon of Buddha
30. An inadecuate plant
31. Humdinger
32. Of batiste
33. State to Satie
34. Gripe
35. Harem quarters
36. Shut up and smile
37. Discomfort
38. Rankle
39. Burden
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41. Viva or sotto
42. Ethiopia
43. Engendered
44. Discom fort
45. Rankle
46. Burden
47. Form

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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CAMPUS

Monday

Tuesday

LECTURES

Monday

4:15 p.m. Lecture Series: "Brahms and Schenker: A Mutual Response to Sonata Form," Peter Smith. Room 124, Crowley Hall. Sponsored by music department.

Tuesday

MENU

Notre Dame Turkey Bracci Bake
Pasta Bar
Cheese and Rice Croquettes

COMING ATTRACTIONS:

Wednesday
The McLaughlin Group Election Debate 1992
8 pm Stepan Center Free Admission

Thursday
Enjoy Wall Street, an entertaining film about greed and corruption in NYC

Friday & Saturday
The Hand that Rocks the Cradle is an exciting suspense thriller that will keep you on the edge of your seat

All movies shown at 8:00 & 10:30 pm at Cushing Auditorium
Late comeback propels Notre Dame to victory

By SEAN SULLIVAN

The sixth-ranked Notre Dame men's cross country team defeated 22nd-ranked Eastern Michigan by one point to win the thirty-seventh annual Notre Dame Cross Country Invitational.


Inspired Cardinal top Irish, 33-16

By MIKE SCRUDATO

The tie, Florida State-Miami, the polls, they are all meaningless to Notre Dame now.

The Irish's national championship hopes were all but strewn on Saturday, as the Stanford Cardinal scored 33 unanswered points to roll to a 33-26 win.

"The last time (in 1990), there was an excuse when Stanford beat Notre Dame," Cardinal Coach Bill Walsh stated. "This year, there is no excuse. We beat Notre Dame pure and simple."

The Irish jumped out to a 16-0 lead early in the second quarter, but then their offense became plagued by turnovers.

Though the Cardinal bill behind early, Walsh felt his team was always in the game.

"We saw tapes of Tennessee down 31-7, and we talked about how you play when you're down," Walsh explained.

"We just continued to play hard. We have a high standard of performance and you play at that level, regardless of the score," Walsh said.

The first Irish miscue was a controversial fumble by Ray Griggs, who appeared to be down when the ball came loose. Stanford's Darrein Gordon recovered the fumble to the Notre Dame 23.

Three plays later Glyn Milburn took a reverse right in from six yards out to pull the Cardinal within 16-6.

The Irish regained possession at their 24, but they lost the ball on downs when Rick Mirer, who was an 18-for-38 passer on the day, overthrew Adrian Jarrell.

"I didn't have a good day," Mirer admitted. "I couldn't make the play when it was needed. This was the most frustrating day I've ever had.

"We had (Stanford's defense) figured out, we couldn't execute. I flat-out threw those two away. We just didn't connect to-day."

On the first play from scrimmage in the second half, Jerome Bettis coupled up the first of his two fumbles in the game, and Stanford took over on the Notre Dame 22.

"It was uncharacteristic," Bettis said in a quiet Irish locker room. "It's very frustrating to have two fumbles. I'm going to have to re-evaluate the way I'm running the football, and the things I'm doing."

Stanford once again capitalized, scoring on an eight-yard pass from Steve Stanstrom to Tommy Armstrong Jr.

Receiver Ray Griggs lunges for a Rick Mirer pass in the first half.

De Aguair

Cheap Shots

Return to run answer for stalled Irish offense

Whatever happened to smash-mouth football?
Whatever happened to three yards and a cloud of dust?
Even Lou Holtz, that bespectacled Woody Hayes disciple, who has long been a vociferous supporter of a strong backfield, has succumbed to the allure of the passing game.

Rick Mirer's strong arm has spoken to him in hushed tones, seduced him, lured him into a pass-happy sleep. "Lou, I can take care of you here now," Bettis had his big gun firing from ground zero.

Defenses bottled up the Irish running game, and according to Holtz, may close to the Cardinal goal line and with little abandon.

One "drive" consisted of a long miss to Mike Miller, a one-handed stab, a missed shotgun snap and the Irish were 21-2, Subtract.

When Mirer attempts more than 25 passes, Notre Dame has always achieved success with the run, and will always achieve success with the run. The passing game is for nuts in California, crazy men like Walsh. Since Mirer took over as quarterback in 1990, Notre Dame has been 23-7, when Mirer throws fewer than 25 passes. When Penn State over as quarterback in 1990, Notre Dame has always achieved success with the run, and will always achieve success with the run.

But Saturday, the new-senior was not so sure. The game statistician can blame Mirer was forced to throw on these occasions partly because opposing defenses were stonewalling the Irish running game. According to Stanley, however, Holtz had his big gun firing from ground zero.

Mifer attempted 18 passes in the first half and completed only four. During the second half, Holtz had Mirer throwing with little abandon. One "drive" consisted of a long miss to Mike Miller, a run for a loss, and another bad pass. Pun.

The game, the Irish possession was pushed by short runs by Bettis, Brooks and Mirer. The running game, coupled with Stanford penalties, brought the Irish to the cardinal goal line and another lead early in the fourth quarter. But an interception ended the drive, and according to Holtz, may have broken Notre Dame's back.

But though Holtz and the Irish achieved their only success of the second half during that drive, with the running game, the coach never returned to that strategy. Instead, the coach fell victim to the passing game.
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By MIKE NORBUT

Sports Writer

It looked like a scene out of Charlies of Fire as women representing schools from across the United States and Canada prepared themselves to attack the grueling 3.1 mile long layout at the Burke Memorial Golf Course.

The gun exploded, massed bedlam ensued, marking the beginning of the Notre Dame Invitational, the last leg of this year's race.

As the dust cleared, a large spectator turnout witnessed a strong team performance by the Irish overshadowed by an incredible running exhibition from the University of Michigan.

"It was a good day for us, but we let Michigan get away too fast," said sophomore Sarah Riley, last week's Midwest Collegiate Conference Player of-the-Week. "We should have stayed on them more at the start of the race, and maybe we could have caught them at the end."

The Wolverines dominated from the outset, overtaking a lone Kent runner midway through the race and never looking back. The first four places were occupied by Michigan runners, who won the race with a total of sixteen points, followed by Notre Dame with 52 and Western Ontario with 120.

Central Michigan took fourth with 193 points, and South Dakota State came in fifth with 193.

Karen Harvey edged out fellow Wolverines Amy Bicholm and Chris Szabo to take the title. For the Irish, Allen got the go with the fifth-place finish, followed by Emily Busted in eighth and Stephanie Jeannin in ninth.

Strong efforts by Eva Flood (fourteenth), Emily Husted in sixteenth, followed by Notre Dame who won the race with a total of sixteen points, followed by Notre Dame with 52 and Western Ontario with 120.

Central Michigan took fourth with 193 points, and South Dakota State came in fifth with 193.

"We just wanted to compete with them and prepare ourselves for the Big Ten," Riley said. "It was good for us to face the same competition that we will face in our District meet. Overall, we are pleased with how we ran today."

The women's next meet will be Friday, October 16, at the Indiana Inter-collegiates in West Lafayette, Indiana. The Irish will hope to remain consistent and to improve their times as they near Midwestern Collegiate Conference Championships.

By MIKE SCRUDATO

Sports Editor

This week's big game is Notre Dame at Stanford. The Irish's national championship hopes were all but strewn on Saturday, as the Stanford Cardinal scored 33 unanswered points to roll to a 33-26 win.

The last time (in 1990), there was an excuse when Stanford beat Notre Dame. "This year, there is no excuse. We beat Notre Dame pure and simple."

The Irish jumped out to a 16-0 lead early in the second quarter, but then their offense became plagued by turnovers.

Though the Cardinal bill behind early, Walsh felt his team was always in the game.

"We saw tapes of Tennessee down 31-7, and we talked about how you play when you're down," Walsh explained.

"We just continued to play hard. We have a high standard of performance and you play at that level, regardless of the score," Walsh said.

The first Irish miscue was a controversial fumble by Ray Griggs, who appeared to be down when the ball came loose. Stanford's Darrein Gordon recovered the fumble to the Notre Dame 23.

Three plays later Glyn Milburn took a reverse right in from six yards out to pull the Cardinal within 16-6.

The Irish regained possession at their 24, but they lost the ball on downs when Rick Mirer, who was an 18-for-38 passer on the day, overthrew Adrian Jarrell.

"I didn't have a good day," Mirer admitted. "I couldn't make the play when it was needed. This was the most frustrating day I've ever had.

"We had (Stanford's defense) figured out, we couldn't execute. I flat-out threw those two away. We just didn't connect to-day."

On the first play from scrimmage in the second half, Jerome Bettis coupled up the first of his two fumbles in the game, and Stanford took over on the Notre Dame 22.

"It was uncharacteristic," Bettis said in a quiet Irish locker room. "It's very frustrating to have two fumbles. I'm going to have to re-evaluate the way I'm running the football, and the things I'm doing."

Stanford once again capitalized, scoring on an eight-yard pass from Steve Stanstrom to Tommy Armstrong Jr.

see IRISH/page 13

Women finish second in invitational